The contribution of keratinocytes in capecitabine-stimulated hand-foot-syndrome.
Capecitabine, as the first-line treatment for multiple tumor types, has a serious drawback of hand-foot-syndrome (HFS) that limits its clinical use. However, the pathophysiology and mechanism of capecitabine-induced HFS is rarely known. Here we built the experimental mouse model of HFS induced by capecitabine at first and it was shown that 3 of 6 mice appeared HFS in the 5th day and 5 mice occurred HFS in the 30th day. The corneous layer was reduced in capecitabine-induced HFS in vivo. Moreover, we found that capecitabine could significantly induce keratinocytes cells death in vitro through activated apoptosis pathway and decreased mitochondrial membrane potential. In conclusion, these results suggested that HFS of capecitabine may be developed from reduction of corneous layer through stimulation of intracellular mitochondrial dysfunction following activation of caspase-dependent apoptosis pathway.